Capturing that special day!
Photographer Kid Chan on the craft of taking wedding pictures

Chan loves weddings, no Kid-ding

International business graduate Kid Chan never meant to take up photography, let alone wedding photography, with MARYK KAM

Junior Robotics Workshop
Learn all about Levers, Wheels & Axles and the very different types of simple machines. These skills will give you some baller know-how and turn the challenge, Cere and explore think and interact at our Junior Robotics Workshop.

COVER

DATE: 9 June 2008 (Thursday)
AGE: 13-16 yrs old
TIME: 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
FEE: RM 120 per person (inclusive of materials)
VENUE: NECC Training Centre
For more information, please call (60) 3-7966 6396 or E-mail: c136@pcelearn.com
Junior Robotics Workshop is a joint initiative by NECC & Kids Explore. For more information, you may visit www.kids-explore.com or call (60) 3-7966 6418. The Price is inclusive of materials andEEE100 at the front desk, Raja Uda, Jalan Jalan, New Butterworth, Penang. The FEE is non-refundable, NO CANCELLATION.
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